How Can Realtors Market
Themselves On LinkedIn?

In this course you will:


Be introduced to LinkedIn



Understand LinkedIn’s role in marketing for realtors



Why Is Linkedin A Good Option For Realtors



How To Market Yourself On Linkedin
And much, much, more!
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Undoubtedly the volume and reach of Facebook and Twitter are incomparable, but LinkedIn is not
less. When you talk about businesses, professionals, fundraisers, or corporate teams, LinkedIn is the
media platform where you can find them all.
In the real estate industry, regardless of how good a customer is, there is a thin chance that a buyer will
be a repeated buyer. Why?
People don’t buy and sell homes every day!
Therefore, realtors and real estate agents require more rigorous efforts to expand their network and get
new leads continuously. It is a good practice that many realtors are leveraging social media besides
traditional marketing.
However, many realtors have assumed Facebook and Twitter to be their piece of cake due to high
volume posts, virality factors, etc. But, LinkedIn is a far better place for a realtor to find leads than
flashy Facebook or Instagram.
A study of 5000 real estate companies showed three times higher lead generation on LinkedIn than
on other social media platforms.
So if you ask can realtors leverage LinkedIn, the answer is YES!
Find out how!

Why Is LinkedIn A Good Option For Realtors?
Here is the detailed answer for the realtors who question if LinkedIn is the right platform to market
themselves.
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Professional Relationship Building
Since LinkedIn is a social platform for businesses and professionals, you have more chances to land
professional connections. It won’t be like Facebook or Instagram, where you cannot be friends if one
of you does not love Ronaldo or doesn’t like the taste of apple pie.
The professionals over LinkedIn value professional ethics and like to connect with people having
similar professional grounds and interests. So, as a realtor, you have a solid chance to target and
engage people on a professional level.

You Can Find ‘High Net Worth’ Prospects and People
If you’re one of those enthusiastic realtors who’re trying to land in luxury real estate deals, LinkedIn is
your territory. Despite getting frustrated about the guy who has a dozen millionaires to support his
testimonials, you can leverage LinkedIn.
You don’t have to regret not having a competitive advantage over other realtors because LinkedIn will
find high net worth people for you. To do this, you’ve to unleash the art of connecting and
networking. Add people to your connections and then find the high net worth prospects to pitch them.
LinkedIn Premium or Business can yet give you more advantages as it comes with industry insights,
competitor’s data, analytics, etc.

More Opportunities To Stand Out From Others
It is nearly impossible for a new company, brand, or entrepreneur to stand out from the competition.
You have to put your all efforts to get some leads and have eyeballs on your content. On the other
hand, LinkedIn gives you the advantage of the low signal-to-noise ratio. It means that the engagement
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ratio as compare to other platforms is high for LinkedIn. If the fact the claim sounds like an oxymoron.
However you can try updating your Facebook feed with videos, content, updates, etc., and do the same
for LinkedIn. You will find the difference by yourself.

Linkedin Premium Is Yet Another Chest Full Of Valuables
As talked earlier, LinkedIn Premium or Business can offer you more advantages as a business or
individual realtor. How?
The paid memberships of LinkedIn give you real insights like who visited your profile, how many
times your profile appeared in searches, competitor analysis, Email Campaigns, industry analytics,
InMail messages to pitch your prospects, etc.

How To Market Yourself On Linkedin
The next question is how to leverage all the positive points of LinkedIn to market yourself as a realtor!
Let’s dive into it.

Complete Company Profile and Personal Profile
The first and most important thing you have to do is complete your personal and company profiles.
Refine your profiles to look like professional ones. You need to be clear that your LinkedIn profile is
not just to highlight your educational or professional accomplishments. If you’re going to target your
prospective leads, you have to bring value through your profiles.

Company Showcase Page
Yes, you can highlight your professional accomplishments as a brand. But there is a dedicated territory
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for that. But you’ve to highlight it in a way that brings value to the readers. The company showcase
page is a sub-page of your company’s profile where you can bring the value we talked about earlier.
You can create content around a particular subject and post it on the showcase page. Talk about tips
for the home sellers before listing the house for sale, how to stage your home for sale, Are ‘cash for
homes’ companies legit? And so on.

Use Personalized Invites
Pitching through an email can have a higher reach, but it has lower conversion than a personalized
invite on LinkedIn. Let me put it as I don’t read promotional emails most of the time, and I receive a
dozen of them every hour. What happens? The emails get buried deeper and deeper.
On the other hand, the personalized invites sent on LinkedIn are paid and send a message to the
receiver that the sender is not spamming and is here for some real business. Therefore, the chances of
getting a reply are higher in LinkedIn personalized invites to your possible leads.

Join Groups
As emphasized earlier, networking and connection building is going to be your repository for new leads as
a realtor. Add more people to your connections, join groups on different topics, subjects, industries, etc. The
more your connections, the higher chances of having qualified leads. Simply, expanding your network on
LinkedIn will increase your prospective leads per 100 people.

Highlight Your Brand by Posting Insightful and Informative Content
LinkedIn can be leveraged as a content posting platform to highlight your brand. The virality factor on
LinkedIn is low compared to its counterpart social networks, but the effectiveness of video content is
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increasing over LinkedIn. You can make videos to share your personal experiences in different kinds
of real estate deals, any exciting experience, a difficult deal, inspiring content, tips for the sellers and
buyers, etc.
A great tip here is to post virtual tours of different properties that are listed with you. You can catch the
attention of the most qualified leads by doing this practice. Many realtors have leveraged live open
houses as a practical alternative to open houses during the pandemic.
You can combine LinkedIn content marketing with YouTube and other video posting websites.
However, posting the stuff on LinkedIn is rated higher by the LinkedIn algorithm.

Use Paid Advertising
It is an unquestioned area that paid advertising has higher productivity regardless of which platform
you’re using. By leveraging the paid advertising and LinkedIn Premium, you have a greater reach to
your prospects and higher visibility. Besides, the industry analytics, your campaign performance, and
competitive analysis help you strategize your every move and make informed decisions to level up
your real estate marketing.

In A Nutshell
LinkedIn is indeed a great platform for realtors who want a continuous stream of new leads. However,
in the end, I will advise you not to abandon or bury your old customers and leads. Find new leads but
also retarget the old leads. Reconnect to your previous customers to ask for referrals, endorsements,
testimonials, etc. All these practices will take you one step closer to the dream of building a real estate
brand.
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